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FAQs of Food Rescue for Food Recipients 
 

Don’t Let Good Food Go to Waste 
 

The Hunger Network is launching a program to rescue perfectly viable food that is destined for our waste stream –  

together, we can get this food into the hands of those who are hungry in our community. 
 

What is rescued food? 

Rescued food is delicious food that would otherwise go to waste. It is often rescued from places like restaurants, grocery 

stores, farmers markets, or dining facilities. For example, if a grocery store receives oddly shaped apples, they may simply 

dispose of them into dumpsters instead of trying to sell them, even though they are perfectly edible.  
 

Why is rescuing this food important? 

40% of America’s food goes to waste, while 1 in 5 people go hungry. It’s not that we do not make enough food, it’s simply that 

good food is ending up in landfills. The Hunger Network Food Rescue program will save the food from the landfills and help 

increase nutritious food served in hunger centers to our neighbors in need. 
 

How does the Hunger Network rescue food? 

The Hunger Network Food Rescue program will be a volunteer-driven effort coordinated on an app, complementing the other 

amazing rescue and recovery efforts around the area. Our dispatcher will notify our network of hunger centers and eager team 

of food rescue volunteers to coordinate pick-up and delivery of donations.  
 

What food donors are participating in the Hunger Network Food Rescue program? 

The Hunger Network is negotiating agreements with large grocers and distributors in the area. As the program grows, it may 

encompass smaller, family-operated grocery stores, as well as restaurants, caterers, farmers markets, and more! 
 

What types of foods will be rescued? 

To start, the program will focus on rescuing fruits, vegetables, and bread. As the program expands, we hope to see the 

donations expand as well. 
 

As a donation recipient, can specific foods be requested? 

Participating hunger centers in this program will always have the opportunity to say “thanks, but no thanks” to a proposed 

delivery or request a smaller amount; however, they are not able to order or request specific foods.  
 

How will food recipient sites know when there is food available? 

The Hunger Network Food Rescue program will have a dedicated dispatcher responsible for connecting rescued food with a 

participating recipient site. The dispatcher will coordinate the pick-up and delivery of the donation with one of our many 

dedicated Food Rescue volunteers.  All the recipient has to do is say “yes!”  
 

What if a hunger center has too much of certain foods, will the Hunger Network Food Rescue program be able to transfer the 

excess to another hunger center? 

Absolutely!  As long as both food recipient sites are following procedures from the Hunger Network and the Greater Cleveland 

Food Bank; our goal is to assist everyone in the redistribution of surplus food to assure there is no waste. 
 

How often will a participating food recipient site receive a donation?  

There are two options from which to choose:  

1. A site can receive “scheduled rescues” on agreed upon days and times. A scheduled volunteer will deliver delicious, 

rescued food on a recurring basis at the arranged time. 

2. A site can also be a “pop-up rescue” recipient. This means that there is not a scheduled day for the donation, but 

rather an opportunity to claim excess food when it becomes available from a nearby donor. This can occur once a 

day or once a year at the recipient’s discretion. 
 

What if a food recipient site doesn’t have storage space? 

That’s no problem! The rescued food deliveries will be small and manageable amounts of food that are able to fit in the trunk 

of a car; it’s just enough to add extra nutrition to the pantry bags or hot meals without having leftovers. A site can schedule a 

drop-off time that accommodates the site’s schedule and be ready to accept the delivery. 
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Continued… 
 

Is it okay to take only half of the delivery? 

Of course, please only take what can be used. The Hunger Network Food Rescue program is determined to reduce waste and 

feed as many as possible with these donations. Our dispatcher will work with the site and the donor to re-route excess food to 

another grateful recipient. 
 

Who can I contact with more questions? 

Lynne Hutchison, MS, RDN, LDN 

Nutrition Educator & Stay Well Program Coordinator  

LHutchison@HungerNetwork.org | 216.619.8155, ext. 37 
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